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Plus: Raphael under the radar; change at Photo London; Brussels gets ‘woke’
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Did a prized silverpoint Raphael drawing sell under the radar at Drouot Estimations in Paris
earlier this month? Someone is certainly betting that it did. “The Holy Family with St John the
Baptist child”, catalogued as by Raphael’s pupil Giovanni Francesco Penni (1488-1528), carried a
pre-sale estimate of between €5,000 and €7,000 on April 12 yet sold, in a heated auction, for
€1.13m. “It is perfectly Raphael,” says New York-based Old Masters expert Paul Jeromack, though
he has yet to see the work beyond some high-resolution photographs.
Not everyone is convinced — a complete Raphael drawing of such a substantial subject would
normally knock the socks off immediately, rather than being open to debate, but certainly the
general view is that it is far better than anything else fielded by Penni and therefore worth a longer
look. The task now will be to get scholars involved in the heated business of possible reattribution.
In the meantime if, as rumoured, the buyer is based outside of France (probably the US), there’s
the question of whether the Ministry of Culture will declare the drawing a “national treasure”. This
would restrict its export for a substantial period of time, enabling the country’s museums to take a
look for themselves.

After four years at the helm of Photo London, founders Michael Benson and Fariba Farshad are
stepping down as directors of the fair. They will continue to be involved at a more strategic level
and have smartly put a photography expert — Roderick van der Lee, founder of Amsterdam’s
Unseen Photo Fair in 2012 — in charge of the day-to-day running of the fair.
“I’ve always kept a close eye on Photo London. It was launched as an exceptional competitor while
I was at Unseen,” says Van der Lee, who also worked at the city’s Foam photography museum
between 2009 and 2011. One key difference that he welcomes is the London fair’s commitment to
older works — the Amsterdam fair limits itself to photographs taken in the past three years. “There
is now a broader rediscovery, and growing values, for historic works,” Van der Lee says.
Photo London had its doubters when it opened in 2015. “People said there were no collectors, no
market in London,” Farshad says, and indeed cities such as New York and Paris dominated the
photography field. Since then, interest has steadily grown in the UK capital, where solo-artist
museum shows currently include Don McCullin at Tate Britain and Martin Parr at the National
Portrait Gallery.
Farshad and Benson are not giving away details on the development plans they are considering for
the fair, whose fifth edition opens on May 16, but Benson admits: “We’ve used every available inch
of space at Somerset House.” The fair was launched with 85 galleries and will host 114 this year. He
underlined their commitment to the prestigious, if sprawling, venue but did not rule out seeking an
additional outpost in London.
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Also on the move is Victoria Gelfand-Magalhaes, a hotshot director at Gagosian gallery for 15
years, who joins Lévy Gorvy as president, Europe. News of her decision emerges shortly after
Gagosian announced a shake-up of its business, consisting of the creation of an art advisory arm
and a new management structure with a formalised board of directors that included GelfandMagalhaes. She insists that her new direction has nothing to do with the new-look Gagosian
gallery. “The timing was funny but a decision like this doesn’t happen overnight,” the Belarus-born
Gelfand-Magalhaes says, confirming that she leaves “on excellent terms” with her former
employer.
Lévy Gorvy runs three spaces in New York, London and most recently Hong Kong, plus a joint
venture in Zurich, so it amounts to a much smaller operation than Gagosian’s 16-gallery empire.
Co-founders Dominique Lévy and Brett Gorvy are both New York-based. “They have a less-is-more
approach, but the model is still ambitious and global with powerful people at the helm,” GelfandMagalhaes says. Her new remit includes expanding the gallery’s primary programme as well as
getting involved in its advisory business, officially established when Lévy Gorvy was formed in
2016. “There is a tonne of possibilities for her,” Lévy says, reiterating that the appointment is not
about opening more spaces. Gelfand-Magalhaes joins at the end of the month.
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